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ADD SIGNWRITING TO YOUR  
CREATIVE SKILL SET

London’s leading signwriter Nick 
Garrett passes on his 30 years of 
knowledge, skills and experience 
through a range of passionately 

crafted workshops.

Serving a New Generation of 
Signwriters since 2013 with great 

signwriting workshops, extended 
courses and focused training.  

“I am sharing this amazing craft 
with people like you who want to 

add to their skills, advance product 
development and grow work 

opportunity.  Learning to signwrite is 
made easier with our open doors policy 

and comprehensive, organic training. 

Once you get the harmony going with 
these brushes everything changes!”
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THE CORNERSTONES OF LETTERING

2. CLASSIC LONDON

We will show you the inner bones of 
London Johnston, Caslon and Gotham 
type. Amazing, timeless letterforms 
that guide our worlds and practice!

3. SHOREDITCH CASUALS

Dom Casual rules over East London 
and is spreading in a big way. Brash, 
expressive shapes make it the perfect 
letter to hone long, luscious  brush-
strokes, as well as being a super sexy 
letter.

1. ROMAN FOUNDATIONS

Trajan Roman is the worlds greatest 
and widely used font. Way before 
Fonts and Gutenberg, Roman crafts-
men were painting letters then carv-
ing them out of stone. Learning how 
the alphabet was constructed from a 
signwriter’s point of view will allow 
you to truly understand the anatomy 
of letterforms and spacing.
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JOIN OUR MOST POPULAR CLASS FOR A  
WEEKEND OF PAINTING BEAUTIFUL LETTERS!

ITINERARY

COURSE

FRIDAY - VINO & MOJO CHAT!!

SATURDAY - FIRST STROKES

We start you off with all the foundational 
knowledge and skills essential to 
signwriting and build your application from 
there. NGS training schedule has been 
made super comfortable, organic and 
completely tailored to the individual.

Easy steps are shown to you as a group, 
one-on-one and with live demos all  
day long. The explanations of even 
complex ideas are made clear with hand 
rendered infographics.

DRAWING & THE BONES OF LETTERS

The morning follows the same itinerary as 
the weekend course with drawing mods, 
but breaks straight into painting casuals 

before lunch. We refer to the ‘Bones’ NGS 
handbook throughout

DESIGN, SPACING & IDIATION

The afternoon also looks at kerning/
spacing secrets and solutions. Then on 

to layout trace-down methods for sound 
site work and getting designs organised 

with good type hierarchy.

STROKE-PLAY MECHANICS

We kick off by learning how to set up 
the painting pallet, mix and apply perfect 

straights, arcs and corner strokes. By 
focusing on the palleting properly 

the student accelerates the practical 
‘mechanics’ of writing.

CORNERSTONE DISCUSSIONS

Group chats feature on the 1 Day 
workshops as it’s a way of hearing shared 
experiences, new angles and embedding 

key cornerstones.

I’m setting up on the Friday evening and 
for those who can make it, it’s a nice 

chance to relax and chill-out ice-break. 
Introduction & vino: sharing the start.
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FRESHLY CUT CASUALS

Casual letters help develop good overall 
brush control and the one day course 

aims to dip you in the half full pot and get 
you rolling. Lots of demos along the way and 
by 3pm you will be producing great results.

TECHNIQUES, DEMOS & RECAPS

A good group summary finishes up the 
day with a re-cap all about posture and a 
dash of Zen breathing to keep you in the 

zone all chilled out. 

SATURDAY (CONTINUED)

CAPITALISE ON PROGRESS

Day 2 and you can gather ideas and start 
really powering ahead with your lettering. 

It’s amazing how we learn on a nights 
sleep!

???

A good group summary finishes up the 
day with a re-cap all about posture and a 
dash of Zen breathing to keep you in the 

zone all chilled out. 

???

Day 2 and you can gather ideas and start 
really powering ahead with your lettering. 

It’s amazing how we learn on a nights 
sleep!

???

A good group summary finishes up the 
day with a re-cap all about posture and a 
dash of Zen breathing to keep you in the 

zone all chilled out. 

SUNDAY - BREAK FREE

THREE SHOT COURSE
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YOU WILL LEARN

Foundations  
of Type

Tools of  
the Trade

Breathing 
Techniques

Pricing &  
Professional Practice

LETTER STYLES

Roman Serif 
Trajan

London Sans 
Serif Johnston

Shoreditch 
Casuals

Boston Casual 
Scripts

KEY TECHNIQUES

Sketching Letters Layout & Tracing Sharp Corners Flowing Strokes

THREE SHOT COURSE
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YEARNING FOR EARNING? THIS COURSE IS FOR YOU

ITINERARY

FRIDAY - VINO & MOJO CHAT!!

SATURDAY - FIRST STROKES

The first 2 days are joined with the Weekend 
study. All intro, tools and materials drawing, 
painting techniques are honed as per the 
renowned Painted Letters tradition: concise 
mechanics, nailed.

The difference is that in the last 2 hours 
of the Sunday session we take the 5 Day 
crew into a whole new level of focus. New 
brush types, and moving from 100% to a 
new 200% focus. It’s as simple as that - 
next level.

DRAWING & THE BONES OF LETTERS

The morning follows the same itinerary as 
the weekend course with drawing mods, 
but breaks straight into painting casuals 

before lunch. We refer to the ‘Bones’ NGS 
handbook throughout

DESIGN, SPACING & IDIATION

The afternoon also looks at kerning/
spacing secrets and solutions. Then on 

to layout trace-down methods for sound 
site work and getting designs organised 

with good type hierarchy.

STROKE-PLAY MECHANICS

We kick off by learning how to set up 
the painting pallet, mix and apply perfect 

straights, arcs and corner strokes. By 
focusing on the palleting properly 

the student accelerates the practical 
‘mechanics’ of writing.

CORNERSTONE DISCUSSIONS

Group chats feature on the 1 Day 
workshops as it’s a way of hearing shared 
experiences, new angles and embedding 

key cornerstones.

I’m setting up on the Friday evening and 
for those who can make it, it’s a nice 

chance to relax and chill-out ice-break. 
Introduction & vino: sharing the start.
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FRESHLY CUT CASUALS

Casual letters help develop good overall 
brush control and the one day course 

aims to dip you in the half full pot and get 
you rolling. Lots of demos along the way and 
by 3pm you will be producing great results.

TECHNIQUES, DEMOS & RECAPS

A good group summary finishes up the 
day with a re-cap all about posture and a 
dash of Zen breathing to keep you in the 

zone all chilled out. 

CAPITALISE ON PROGRESS

Day 2 and you can gather ideas and start 
really powering ahead with your lettering. 

It’s amazing how we learn on a nights 
sleep!

???

A good group summary finishes up the 
day with a re-cap all about posture and a 
dash of Zen breathing to keep you in the 

zone all chilled out. 

???

Day 2 and you can gather ideas and start 
really powering ahead with your lettering. 

It’s amazing how we learn on a nights 
sleep!

???

A good group summary finishes up the 
day with a re-cap all about posture and a 
dash of Zen breathing to keep you in the 

zone all chilled out. 

SATURDAY (CONTINUED)

FIVE STAR COURSE

SUNDAY - BREAK FREE
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YOU WILL LEARN

Foundations  
of Type

Tools of  
the Trade

Breathing 
Techniques

Pricing &  
Professional Practice

LETTER STYLES

Roman Serif 
Trajan

London Sans 
Serif Johnston

Shoreditch 
Casuals

Boston Casual 
Scripts

KEY TECHNIQUES

Sketching Letters

Offsetting

Layout & Tracing

Outlining

Sharp Corners

Block Shade

Flowing Strokes

Gold Leaf

FIVE STAR COURSE
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A BITE-SIZED SIGNWRITING DAY FOR BEGINNERS

ITINERARY

For all levels - no experience needed 

We start you off with all the foundational 
knowledge and skills essential to signwriting 
and build your application from there.

The NGS training schedule has been 
made super comfortable, organic and 
completely tailored to the individual with:

• Personalised training

• Demos and group discussions

• Lots of fun, interaction and new ideas

DRAWING & THE BONES OF LETTERS

The morning follows the same itinerary as 
the weekend course with drawing mods, 
but breaks straight into painting casuals 

before lunch. We refer to the ‘Bones’ NGS 
handbook throughout

DESIGN, SPACING & IDIATION

The afternoon also looks at kerning/
spacing secrets and solutions. Then on 

to layout trace-down methods for sound 
site work and getting designs organised 

with good type hierarchy.

STROKE-PLAY MECHANICS

We kick off by learning how to set up 
the painting pallet, mix and apply perfect 

straights, arcs and corner strokes. By 
focusing on the palleting properly 

the student accelerates the practical 
‘mechanics’ of writing.

CORNERSTONE DISCUSSIONS

Group chats feature on the 1 Day 
workshops as it’s a way of hearing shared 
experiences, new angles and embedding 

key cornerstones. 

FRESHLY CUT CASUALS

Casual letters help develop good overall 
brush control and the one day course 

aims to dip you in the half full pot and get 
you rolling. Lots of demos along the way and 
by 3pm you will be producing great results.

TECHNIQUES, DEMOS & RECAPS

A good group summary finishes up the 
day with a re-cap all about posture and a 
dash of Zen breathing to keep you in the 

zone all chilled out. 
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YOU WILL LEARN

Foundations of 
Type

Tools of  
the Trade

Breathing 
Techniques

LETTER STYLES

Roman Sans Serif Causals

KEY TECHNIQUES

Sketching Letters Layout & Tracing Sharp Corners Flowing Strokes

TASTER DAY
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FAQs

DOES THIS SUIT BEGINNERS?

Yes all courses have been specifically designed to allow any new joiner to 
start with a clean sheet and gain all from the go. We do have approx 20% new 

starters and a varied mix of creatives coming to us some of which have previous 
experience, so you will be among people who also bring a lot of energy and 
ideas to the room. My guest crew members Nina Cornwall, Didier Cuzzolin, 

Hannah Dickens and Jon Rowntree also drop in and add terrific input and 
perspective to the day.

WILL I NEED TO BRING ANYTHING?

We have all equipment in house so you won’t need to go out last minute 
shopping. If you wish to bring your kit then that is also a good idea.

TRAVEL AND PLACES TO STAY?

We are just 150m from Sydenham station so links are very good.  
Do check ahead with TFL for any London-wide rail disruption.

+44 (0) 7960113799  
NICKGARRETTSIGNS@GMAIL.COM

NGS,  
Unit 108,  
Regent House  
Business Centre 

291 Kirkdale,  
London SE26 4QD



BRUSHSTROKES 
NOT 

KEYSTROKES


